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The repeated airing by CBC of the Al Gore movie An Inconvenient Truth is a sad 
commentary on the continuing bias the CBC has on this issue of Global Warming 
caused by human industrial growth. 
  
As a practicing geologist for the past 30 years I believe the real science has been 
ignored and facts have been misrepresented in this “movie”. 
  
I would recommend that the CBC editorial board read any first year geology textbook on 
Physical Geology to understand that the earth’s history includes many glacial periods 
and many warming periods lasting tens of thousands of years. These recorded glacial 
and interglacial periods occurred long before humans were present and they will 
continue to occur long into the future as the natural evolution of the universe. 
  
Planet Earth is a tremendously complex physical environment made up of trillions of 
different types of matter including liquids, solids, and gases, plants, animals and 
minerals. The atmosphere is in a constant state of Change effected by the sun, winds, 
and cosmic radiation. With all the scientific technology at present we can barely predict 
the weather for tomorrow let alone next week or next year. 
  
If Al Gore is to be believed there is a catastrophe that is going to occur because of one 
molecule ( CO2 ) . This molecule makes up less than 1/3 of 1% of the earth’s 
atmosphere ie. less than 300 parts per million. There is absolutely no evidence of any 
scientific experiment ever conducted that has shown physical measurements of the 
cause and effect of C02 on the temperature of the planet. There are only computer 
models which are theoretical guesses at what could happen. 
  
I would encourage the CBC to air an alternative view of Global Warming. It is titled “The 
Great Global Warming Swindle“  
  
If you need help in obtaining a copy of this video I would be very pleased to assist you. 
  
Best Regards, 
  
Nels Carlson 
 
Calgary AB 
 


